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1 IntrodutionPreise measurement of CP-violation inB-meson deays is the prinipal goal of experiments at the urrenteletron-positron B-fatories, KEK-B and SLAC-B, and at the hadron olliders, Tevatron and LHC. Inthe standard model (SM), the soure of CP violation is the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase 1 whih resides inthe Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix 1;2. In the Wolfenstein parameterization 3 of the CKMmatrix, haraterized by the parameters �, A, � and �, CP violation is related to a non-zero value ofthe parameter �. Of partiular importane in the analysis of CP violation in the B-meson setor is thefollowing unitarity relation: VudV �ub + VdV �b + VtdV �tb = 0; (1)whih is a triangle relation in the omplex �� � �� plane, depited in Fig. 1. Here, �� = (1 � �2=2) � and�� = (1 � �2=2) � are the perturbatively improved Wolfenstein parameters 4. The sides of this triangle,alled Rb and Rt, are de�ned asRb �p��2 + ��2; Rt �p(1� ��)2 + ��2; (2)and its three inner angles have their usual de�nitions:� � arg�� V �tbVtdV �ubVud� ; � � arg��V �bVdV �tbVtd� ;  � arg��V �ubVudV �bVd � : (3)The BELLE ollaboration uses a di�erent notation for these angles: �1 = �, �2 = �, and �3 = . Wereall that among the CKM matrix elements above Vub and Vtd have sizable imaginary parts, and heneall three angles �, � and  are sizable. Of these, the phase � has already been well measured using thetime-dependent CP asymmetries in the B ! J= KS and related deays, yielding 5:sin(2�) = sin(2�1) = 0:736� 0:049; � = �1 = 23:8Æ � 2:0Æ: (4)The urrent thrust 6 of the two B-fatory experiments { BABAR and BELLE { is now on the measure-ments of the other two angles � (or �2) and  (or �3). Of these, the weak phase � will be measuredthrough the CP violation in the B ! ��, B ! �� and B ! �� deays. To eliminate the hadroni uner-tainties in the determination of �, an isospin analysis of these �nal states (as well as an angular analysisin the �� ase) will be neessary 7. To arry out the isospin analysis in B ! �� deays, one needs to knowthe three amplitudes A+�, A00 and A+0, orresponding to the B0d ! �+��, B0d ! �0�0 and B+ ! �+�0deays, respetively, and their harge onjugates �Aij. At present, the only missing piees in the urrentdata are A00 and �A00 { the amplitudes of the B0d ! �0�0 and �B0d ! �0�0 deays, respetively { thoughthe measured harge onjugate averaged branhing ratio 8 B(B0=B0 ! �0�0) provides an informationon the sum j �A00j2 + jA00j2. Hene, a model-independent isospin analysis of the B ! �� deays an notbe arried out at present from the branhing ratios alone.In addition to the measurements of the branhing ratios in the B ! �� deays, the time-dependentCP asymmetries in the B0d(t)= �B0d (t)! �+�� and B0d(t)= �B0d(t)! �0�0 deays will greatly help in pinningdown the weak phase �. We shall onentrate here on the CP-asymmetry in the deay B0d ! �+��,whih is de�ned as follows: a+��� (t) � �[ �B0d(t)! �+��℄� �[B0d(t)! �+��℄�[ �B0d(t)! �+��℄ + �[B0d(t)! �+��℄ (5)= S+��� sin(�MB t) �C+��� os(�MB t);where �MB is the mass di�erene in the B0d � �B0d system whih is already well measured 9, and C+���and S+��� are the diret and mixing-indued CP asymmetry parameters, respetively. In the notationused by the BELLE ollaboration 10, C+��� is replaed by A+��� , where A+��� = �C+��� .The BABAR 11;6 and BELLE 10 measurements were summarized last summer at the Lepton-Photon2003 onferene, yielding the world averages 6: S+��� = �0:58� 0:20 and C+��� = �0:38� 0:16. However,2
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��Figure 1. The unitarity triangle with the unit base in the ��� �� plane. The two sides Rb and Rt and the angles � (�2), �(�1) and  (�3) are de�ned in Eqs. (2) and (3), respetively.a signi�ant disagreement between the two measurements existed and the on�dene level that the twoare ompatible with eah other, in partiular in the measurement of S+��� , was rather low (4.7% C.L.).Reently, the BELLE ollaboration have updated their results for S+��� and A+��� by inluding more data.The urrent BELLE measurements 12 (based on 140 fb�1 data) together with the updated BABARresults 6 (based on 113 fb�1 data) of these quantities are as follows:S+��� = ��0:40� 0:22� 0:03 (BABAR)�1:00� 0:21� 0:07 (BELLE) ; C+��� = ��0:19� 0:19� 0:05 (BABAR)�0:58� 0:15� 0:07 (BELLE) : (6)They have been averaged by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group [HFAG℄ to yield 9S+��� = �0:74� 0:16; C+��� = �0:46� 0:13; (7)and orrespond to 4.6 and 3.5 standard deviation measurements from null results, respetively. It is alsoreassuring to note that the BELLE and BABAR measurements are now loser to eah other than was thease at the Lepton-Photon 2003 onferene, having now a sale fator e of 1.7 in S+��� and 1.4 in C+��� .Signi�ant updates of the BABAR and BELLE results in the B ! �� deays are awaited later this yearwhih will further �rm up these measurements.As an be judged from the results in (7), urrent measurements of S+��� and C+��� have already reaheda signi�ant level and invite a theoretial analysis leading to a determination of the unitarity triangleangles � and hene also . The importane of these measurements for the CKM phenomenology hasbeen long antiipated and disussed at great length in the literature 13;14;15;16;17;18;19. Our analysistaking into aount the updated B ! �� data has many features whih it shares oneptually with theited literature and we shall ompare our results with the ones obtained in the more reent works 17;18.A prerequisite to arry out suh an analysis is to get model-independent bounds on the non-perturbativedynamial quantities jP=Tj and Æ = ÆP � ÆT , involving the so-alled QCD-penguin P and olor-allowed tree T topologies. Here, the subsripts denote that we are using the -onvention of Gronau andRosner 20 in hoosing the independent CKM fators in the analysis of the B ! �� deays. Disussions ofthe ambiguities in the penguin amplitudes have also been presented earlier 21;22;23. Our approah makesuse of the isospin-based bounds on the ratio jP=Tj and Æ in the analysis of the data in the B ! ��setor and we show how to inorporate these bounds in the analysis of the unitarity triangle in the SM.There are essentially three parameters jP=Tj, Æ and � [the weak phase � is already well measured,see Eq. (4)℄, whih an not be determined from the measurements of just two quantities S+��� and C+��� .However, orrelations and bounds on these parameters an be obtained whih have been presented byeWe thank the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group and, in partiular, Andreas H�oker, for providing us the updated averagesand the sale fators. 3



the BELLE ollaboration based on their data 10;12. In the �rst part of our paper we undertake a similaranalysis of the ombined BABAR and BELLE data and work out the best-�t values and bounds onthe parameters Æ and jP=Tj. As our analysis is performed within the SM, we allow the phase � tovary in the experimental range and restrit the range of � from the indiret unitarity-triangle (UT)analysis, whih we have taken from the CKM �tter 24 and another reent �t of the CKM parameters 25.We �rst show in this paper that the urrent data on S+��� and C+��� restrits the two strong interationparameters Æ and jP=Tj. This information is already helpful in providing some disrimination on variousompeting approahes inorporating QCD dynamis in these deays. Conversely, restriting the allowedrange of jP=Tj from the urrent dynamial models, data on S+��� and C+��� allows to put onstraintson �. This has been done by the BELLE ollaboration 12, yielding at 95.5% C.L. 90Æ � �2 � 146Æ for0:15 � jP=Tj � 0:45 and sin(2�1) = 0:746. However, due to the restritions on jP=Tj, this remains amodel-dependent enterprise.Our analysis di�ers in this respet from the one arried out by the BELLE ollaboration. Instead ofrestriting jP=Tj by a survey of models, we use the isospin symmetry to restrit the range of jP=Tjand Æ. To do this, we harness all the urrent data available on the branhing ratios for B0d ! �+��,B+ ! �+�0 and B0d ! �0�0 deays (and their harge onjugates), S+��� and C+��� , and study a number oforrelations, in partiular jP=Tj vs. os(2�), where � is a penguin-related angle whih is onneted withthe relative phase between the amplitudes A+� and ~A+� (see Fig. 2). It is well known that the isospinsymmetry an be used to put a lower bound on os(2�), as �rst pointed out by Grossman and Quinn 26.Subsequently, the Grossman-Quinn bound was improved by Charles 27, who derived in addition a newbound involving the B0d ! �0�0 and B0d ! �+�� deay modes. Based on the observation that theB ! �� amplitudes an be represented, using the isospin symmetry, as two (losed) triangles whih havea ommon base, Gronau et. al 28 derived an improved lower bound on os(2�) { the Gronau-London-Sinha-Sinha (GLSS) bound. We illustrate this bound numerially using urrent data and the onstraintsthat it implies in the jP=Tj � os(2�) plane for both the � > 0 and � < 0 ases, varying  in a largerange 25Æ �  � 75Æ, whih adequately overs the present range of this angle allowed by the UT �ts at95% C.L. Lest it be misunderstood, we emphasize that our �nal results for the CKM parameters andthe dynamial quantities make no restritions on the range of , whose value will be returned togetherwith those of the other quantities by our CKM unitarity �ts. The isospin-based lower bound on os(2�),and hene an upper bound on j�j, is a model-independent onstraint on the penguin ontribution in theanalysis of the data involving the measurements of S+��� and C+��� .There are yet other bounds based on the isospin symmetry inB ! �� deays whih lead to restritionson . In partiular, the Buhalla-Sa�r bound 30 on  (and its various reinarnations disussed reently inthe literature 31;19) result from the orrelations involving sin(2�), , S+��� , and C+��� . We have analyzedthese bounds, but we �nd that they are not very useful at present as the urrent entral values of sin(2�)and �S+��� almost oinide. For these bounds to be useful phenomenologially, the value of �S+��� has toome down substantially.In the last part of our analysis, we study the impat of the S+��� and C+��� measurements on the pro�leof the unitarity triangle in a model-independent way. We �rst show that the quality of the UT �ts is notmodi�ed by the inlusion of the data on S+��� and C+��� , as the two additional parameters jP=Tj and Æ,when varied in large regions, an always reprodue the entral values of the S+��� and C+��� averages.We then implement the lower bound on os(2�) in performing the �ts of the unitarity triangle in the�� � �� plane. The present bound os(2�) > 0:27 removes a small part of the otherwise allowed regionof the unitarity triangle, but this onstraint will beome more signi�ant in future as the errors on theB ! �� branhing ratios, S+��� and C+��� are redued. The e�ets of the bound on os(2�) are also shownon the orrelations � �  and os(2�) � os(2�). Working out the �2-distributions in the quantities �,jP=Tj and Æ, we �nd that the urrent data prefers rather large values for the latter two quantities,with the minimum of the �2-distributions being at jP=Tj = 0:77 and Æ = �43Æ. The orrespondingbest-�t values of � and  are � = 92Æ and  = 64Æ. At 68% C.L., the ranges are: 81Æ � � � 103Æ,21:9Æ � � � 25:5Æ, 54Æ �  � 75Æ, 0:43 � jP=Tj � 1:35, and �64Æ � Æ � �29Æ. The bound on os(2�)4
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Figure 2. The isospin triangle for the B ! �� deay amplitudes Aij and the same for the phase-shifted harge-onjugateones ~Aij = e2i �Aij in the omplex plane.is very eÆient in the exlusion of the large values of jP=Tj and �Æ. Their best-�t values are quitea bit larger than antiipated in most dynamial approahes. This feature has also been noted in earlierstudies on the B ! �� deays 13;17;18.This paper is organized as follows: In setion 2, we give the relations among the observables inthe B0d ! �+�� deay and its harge onjugate, the CKM parameters and various dynamial quantities.Setion 3 ontains a review of several isospin-based bounds in the B ! �� deays. In setion 4, we reporton the results of our numerial analysis of the time-dependent CP asymmetry in the B0d= �B0d ! �+��deays, and in setion 5 we show the results of the unitarity triangle �ts, orrelations involving theangles �, � and , and the dynamial quantities jP=Tj and Æ, arried out in the ontext of the SM. Weonlude with a summary and some remarks in setion 6.2 Relations among the Observables in the B ! �� Deays, CKM Parameters andDynamial QuantitiesIn this setion we present the analyti formulae that we need to disuss the time-dependent CP asymmetryand the branhing ratio in the B0d ! �+�� deay, and their relations with the CKM parameters andvarious dynamial quantities.The amplitudes A+� � A[B0d ! �+��℄ and its harge-onjugate �A+� � A[ �B0d ! �+��℄ an bewritten by using the Gronau-Rosner -onvention 20 as follows:A+� = V �ubVudA+�u + V �bVdA+� + V �tbVtdA+�t (8)= V �ubVud �A+�u �A+�t �+ V �bVd �A+� � A+�t �� ��jTj eiÆT e+i + jPj eiÆP � ;�A+� = VubV �ud �A+�u �A+�t �+ VbV �d �A+� � A+�t � (9)� ��jTj eiÆT e�i + jPj eiÆP � :In getting the last expressions for the amplitudes the unitarity relation (1) has been used together withthe phase onvention Vub = jVubj e�i for this CKM matrix element.The phenomenon of the B0d � �B0d mixing modulates the time dependene of the deay amplitudes for5



B0d(t)! �+�� and �B0d (t)! �+��:A+�(t) = e�iMBte��t=2� os �MBt2 �osh ��t4 � �+��� sinh ��t4 � (10)+ i sin �MBt2 ��+��� osh ��t4 � sinh ��t4 ��A+�;�A+�(t) = e�iMBte��t=2� os �MBt2 ��+��� osh ��t4 � sinh ��t4 � (11)+ i sin �MBt2 �osh ��t4 � �+��� sinh ��t4 ��pq A+�:Here, MB and � are the average mass and deay width of the B0d � �B0d system, and �MB and �� arethe the mass- and width- di�erene in the two mass eigenstates, respetively, p=q ' V �td=Vtd = e2i� is themixing parameter, and the quantity:�+��� = qp �A+�A+� = e2i� 1 + jP=Tj eiÆ e+i1 + jP=Tj eiÆ e�i � j�+��� j e2i�eff ; (12)is introdued whih enodes all the information about the CP asymmetry in this deay. Here, �e� = �+�,and � is the penguin-pollution parameter shown in Fig. 2, whih is onneted with the relative phasebetween the amplitudes A+� and �A+�, ��+� = 2( + �), and the relation �+ � +  = � has been used.Note that in the limit P=T ! 0, � ! 0 and �e� ! �.The partial deay widths of the time-dependent B0d(t) ! �+�� and �B0d(t) ! �+�� deays areproportional, respetively, to 32jA+�(t)j2 = e��tB+��� �1 + C+��� os(�MBt) � S+��� sin(�MBt)� ; (13)j �A+�(t)j2 = e��tB+��� �1� C+��� os(�MBt) + S+��� sin(�MBt)� ; (14)where jp=qj = 1 is used and the following quantities are introdued:B+��� = 12 �jA+�j2 + j �A+�j2� = 12 �1 + j�+��� j2� jA+�j2; (15)C+��� = jA+�j2 � j �A+�j2jA+�j2 + j �A+�j2 = 1� j�+��� j21 + j�+��� j2 ; (16)S+��� = 2 Im�(q=p) �A+�(A+�)��jA+�j2 + j �A+�j2 = 2 Im�+���1 + j�+��� j2 � y+��� sin(2�e�); (17)y+��� = 2 jA+�j j �A+�jjA+�j2 + j �A+�j2 = 2 j�+��� j1 + j�+��� j2 : (18)Using the expression for �+��� given in Eq. (12), the above quantities an be rewritten in the followingform: B+��� � jTj2R+��� = jTj2 + 2jPjjTj os Æ os  + jPj2; (19)C+��� = 2R+��� ����PT ���� sin Æ sin ; (20)S+��� = 1R+��� "sin(2�)� 2 ����PT ���� os Æ sin(�� �) � ����PT ����2 sin(2�)# ; (21)y+��� = q1� �C+��� �2: (22)Making the bak transformation, jTj, jPj and Æ an be expressed as follows:jTj2 = B+���1� os(2) �1� y+��� os(2� � 2)� ; (23)6



jPj2 = B+���1� os(2) �1� y+��� os(2�)� ; (24)tan Æ = C+��� sin y+��� os(2� � ) � os  : (25)In the limit of negleting the penguin ontribution (i.e., jPj ! 0), the CP-asymmetry oeÆient C+���goes to zero (and y+��� ! 1) as well as � ! 0, in agreement with Eq. (24). Also, in this limit,B+��� = jTj2,as in this ase the branhing ratio is ompletely de�ned by the tree ontribution.In terms of  and �, the penguin-to-tree ratio squared has the following expression:r2 � ����PT ����2 = 1� y+��� os(2�)1� y+��� os(2� � 2) = 1� y+��� os(2�e� � 2�)1� y+��� os(2�e� + 2�) : (26)This relation onstrains r in terms of os(2�), given  and y+��� . It should be noted that for �xed valuesof y+��� and r, os(2) varies in the range:� 1 � os(2) � 1� (C+��� )2(1 + r4 )=(2r2)1� (C+��� )2 : (27)It is easy to see that the upper limit of os(2) is equal to 1 when r = 1, independent of C+��� . Forr 6= 1, the allowed range of os(2) puts a onstraint in the r � C+��� plane. Thus, the allowed domainof r is ompletely de�ned by the diret CP-asymmetry oeÆient and, for negative C+��� (in aordanewith the experimental data), it is given by(r)min;max = �1�q1� (C+��� )2C+��� : (28)In partiular, for the entral experimental value C+��� = �0:46, the allowed range of r is as follows:0:244 � r � 4:104: (29)For the urrent experimental entral value of C+��� , and its �1� limits, the dependene of the upper limitos(2)jUL on the magnitude of the penguin-to-tree ratio is presented in Fig. 3. Dereasing the magnitudeof C+��� , the allowed region of r beomes wider. The expression for os(2�) as a funtion of y+��� , r andos(2) is as follows:os(2�) = (1� r2 )[1� r2 os(2)℄� r2q[1� os2(2)℄f2(y+��� )2r2 [1� os(2)℄ � (1 � r2 )2[1� (y+��� )2℄gy+��� f(1� r2)2 + 2r2 [1� os(2)℄g :(30)3 Isospin-Based Bounds in B ! �� DeaysWith partial experimental information onB ! �� deays available at present, it is of pratial importaneto get useful restritions on the dynamial parameters at hand, r and Æ. It is obvious from (25) and (26),that apart from C+��� , whih is measured from the time-dependent CP asymmetry, the angle 2� plays aentral role in onstraining the dynamial parameters of interest. While 2� will be determined eventuallyfrom the measurement of A00 and ~A00 (see Fig. 2), this is not the ase now. Instead, several bounds havebeen derived on os(2�) using the isospin symmetry, whih we review here. The �rst of these whih wewill work out numerially is the GLSS bound 28:os(2�) � (B+��� + 2B+0�� � 2B00��)2 � 4B+��� B+0��4y+��� B+��� B+0�� ; (31)where B+0�� and B00�� are the quantities onstruted from the B+ ! �+�0 and B0d ! �0�0 deay ampli-tudes in a similar way as in Eq. (15). It was also demonstrated by Gronau et. al 28 that this bound is7
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�0:59 �0:46 �0:33Figure 3. The dependene of the upper limit os(2)UL on the ratio jP=Tj for C+��� = �0:46 (the urrent entral value),C+��� = �0:59 and C+��� = �0:33, whih demarate the �1� experimental measurements.stronger than both the Grossman-Quinn and Charles bounds. As a byprodut, a bound on the diret CPasymmetry C00�� in the B0d ! �0�0 deay was also obtained by these authors 28:C00�� � C+��� B+��� (B+��� � 2B+0�� � 2B00��)2B00�� (B+��� + 2B+0�� � 2B00��) : (32)There have also been attempts 29 to derive isospin bounds on os(2�) in the B0d ! �+�� deaywhih are based on the knowledge of the diret CP asymmetry C+��� alone. As for the GLSS bound 28,the starting point is the isospin-based triangular relation between the A+�, A00 and A+0 amplitudes:A+�p2 + A00 = A+0; (33)orresponding to the B0d ! �+��, B0d ! �0�0 and B+ ! �+�0 deays, respetively, and a similarone for the phase-shifted harged-onjugate amplitudes ~Aij = e2i �Aij. The graphial representationof both triangles is shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the magnitude of the di�erene betweenthe A+� and ~A+� amplitudes is p2jPj sin  and not p2jPtj sin� as the -onvention 20 is employed forthe amplitudes throughout this paper. With the help of the sine theorem, sin j2�j an be written as:sin j2�j = 2jPj sin jA+�j sin �A = 2jPj sinj �A+�j sin ~�A: (34)Squaring all the terms, the above relation an be rewritten as two inequalities:sin2 j2�j � 2 1� y+��� os(2�)1 + C+��� ; sin2 j2�j � 2 1� y+��� os(2�)1� C+��� ; (35)following from the onditions sin2 �A � 1 and sin2 ~�A � 1, respetively. Here, Eqs. (15), (16) and (24)were used to eliminate jA+�j2, j �A+�j2 and jPj2. While sin2 j2�j � 1, this does not imply that theexpressions on the r.h.s. of (35) also satisfy this upper bound. Hene, no bound on j2�j follows fromEq. (35)f and the GLSS bounds are indeed the strongest isospin-based bounds in the B ! �� setor.fWe are grateful to David London and Nita and Rahul Sinha for pointing this out to us.8



In addition to the above bounds on os(2�), bounds on the CKM angle  have also been derived inthe literature reently whih are based on the study of the orrelation  � S+��� , given sin(2�) 30;31;19.We reprodue these bounds below and disuss their impat in the next setion. Relating the unitaritytriangle angles � and  with the Wolfenstein parameters �� and ��:1� ��� i�� = Rt e�i�; ��� i�� = Rb e�i ; (36)where Rt and Rb are de�ned in Eq. (2), the quantities R+��� , C+��� and S+��� an be expressed in the form:R+��� = 1 + 2��Rb ����PT ���� os Æ + ����PT ����2 ; (37)C+��� = 2��RbR+��� ����PT ���� sin Æ; (38)S+��� = �2��R2bR2tR+��� "�� � R2b + (1�R2b)Rb ����PT ���� os Æ + (1� ��)R2b ����PT ����2# : (39)The relation for S+��� given above agrees with Eq. (5) of the paper by Buhalla and Sa�r 30, if oneintrodues the pure strong-interation quantityr � Rb ����PT ���� ; (40)used by these authors. Note also that the equation for C+��� an be rewritten in terms of this quantity rin the following form: (��+ r os Æ)2 + ��� � r sin ÆC+��� �2 = � y+���C+��� r sin Æ�2 : (41)For the phenomenologial analysis, it is more onvenient to eliminate �� from Eqs. (38) and (39) with thehelp of the relation 30: 1� �� = �� ot � � �� �: (42)With this, the Wolfenstein parameter �� an be related to either S+��� or C+��� as follows:��(S) = 1(1 + �2)S+��� �(1 + � S+��� )(1 + r os Æ) (43)�q(1� S+��� )2(1 + r os Æ)2 � (1 + �2)S+��� [S+��� + sin(2�)℄r2 sin2 Æ�;��(C) = 12(1 + r os Æ) sin(2�) + 1(1 + �2)C+��� �r sin Æ (44)�q(1 + �2)(y+��� )2r2 sin2 Æ � �C+��� (1 + r os Æ) � � r sin Æ�2�:The �rst of these relations has been obtained by Buhalla and Sa�r (BS) 30, and has been used to derivean upper bound on �� and, hene, a lower bound on : � �2 � artan S+��� � �h1�q1� (S+��� )2 i1 + �S+��� �q1� (S+��� )2 ; (45)whih holds in the range � sin(2�) � S+��� � 1. However, the urrent entral experimental value (7)of S+��� pratially oinides with the entral value (4) of � sin(2�), and hene no useful bound on the9



CKM angle  follows from the BS bound at present. We shall show this bound as a funtion of S+��� , aswell as its extension for the ase of C+��� 6= 0:tan  � L� = 1 + S+��� sin(2�) +q1� (C+��� )2 � (S+��� )2 os(2�)q1� (C+��� )2 � (S+��� )2 sin(2�) � S+��� os(2�) ; (46)obtained by Botella and Silva 31. The next step in the generalization of the BS bound was reentlyundertaken by Lavoura 19 who onsidered the modi�ation of this bound by putting restritions on thestrong phase Æ. With the urrent experimental values of S+��� and C+��� , also the Botella-Silva andLavoura versions of the BS bound are urrently not useful in onstraining . With preise measurementsof C+��� and S+��� in future, these bounds may, in any ase, provide useful onsisteny heks for thedynamial models used in the estimates of r and Æ.4 Numerial Analysis of the CP Asymmetry in B0d ! �+�� DeayWithin the SM, the targets for the experiments measuring the angles � and  are fairly well de�ned,as the �ts of the unitarity triangle through the measurements of the CKM matrix elements yield thefollowing ranges for these angles at 95% C.L. 25:70Æ � � � 115Æ ; 43Æ �  � 86Æ : (47)The orresponding 95% C.L. ranges obtained using the default values of the input parameters by theCKM �tter group 24 are very similar:77Æ � � � 122Æ ; 37Æ �  � 80Æ : (48)So, if the SM is orret, and urrently there is no experimental reason to believe otherwise, then from theB ! �� analysis, values of � and  should emerge whih are ompatible with their antiipated rangeslisted above. Of ourse, the hope is that diret measurements of these angles will greatly redue the ur-rently allowed ranges. However, for this to happen, one has to determine the dynamial quantities jP=Tjand Æ.Surveying the reent literature on the estimates of jP=Tj and Æ in B ! �� deays, we remarkthat they are either based on spei� shemes based on fatorization in whih non-fatorizing e�ets areimplemented using perturbative QCD in the large-mb limit 33;34, or on phenomenologial approahesbased on some input from other data and fatorization. A typial study in the latter ase makes useof the data on the B ! �`�` and B ! K� deays, whih are used in onjuntion with the assumptionof fatorization and estimates of the SU (3)-breaking e�ets 35. Some representative estimates in theseapproahes are as follows: jP=Tj = 0:285� 0:076 [Beneke, Buhalla, Neubert, Sahrajda℄ 36, jP=Tj =0:32+0:16�0:09 [Beneke, Neubert℄ 37, jP=Tj = 0:29 � 0:09 [Buhalla, Sa�r℄ 30, jP=Tj = 0:23+0:07�0:05 [Keum,Sanda℄ 38, jP=Tj = 0:276� 0:064 [Gronau, Rosner℄ 7, jP=Tj = 0:26� 0:08 [Luo, Rosner℄ 35. (See, alsoXiao et al. 39). Thus, jP=Tj = 0:30 is a typial value from these estimates.What onerns the strong phase di�erene Æ, the two dynamial approahes developed in detail(QCD-Fatorization 33 and pQCD 34) di�er onsiderably from eah other due to a di�erent powerounting and the treatment of the annihilation ontributions in the deay amplitudes. When omparingthe urrent data with these spei� approahes, we shall take for the sake of de�niteness the estimatesby Buhalla and Sa�r 30 to represent the QCD-fatorization approah, jP=Tj = 0:29� 0:09 and Æ =0:15� 0:25 radians (Æ = 9Æ � 15Æ), and the estimates by Keum and Sanda 40, jP=Tj = 0:23+0:07�0:05 and�41Æ � Æ � �32Æ, for the pQCD approah. Within the SM, the onsisteny test of these approaheslies in an adequate desription of the data on S+��� and C+��� , with the parameters �, , jP=Tj and Æall lying in their spei�ed ranges. However, as jP=Tj and Æ are not known diretly from data or a �rst10



priniple alulation, we an leave them as free parameters and determine them from the overall �ts. Weshall pursue both approahes in this setion.We now present our numerial analysis of the urrent averages of S+��� and C+��� given in (7). Forthe onstrution of the C.L. ontours, the following �2-funtion is used:�2 = �C+��� � (C+��� )exp�C+��� �2 + �S+��� � (S+��� )exp�S+��� �2 ; (49)whih is equated to 2.30, 6.18, and 11.83, orresponding to 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% C.L., respetively,for two degrees of freedom.We start by showing that the urrent data on C+��� and S+��� in the B0d ! �+�� deays provides adisrimination among various dynamial approahes, for whih the QCD fatorization 33 and perturbativeQCD 34 approahes will be taken as the two leading ontenders. The results of this analysis are presentedin Fig. 4 for six values of � in the range 80Æ � � � 130Æ in intervals of 10Æ. To take into aount thedispersion in the values of jP=Tj, we take three values of this ratio, namely 0:30, 0:55, and 0:80. The�rst of these values represents the urrent expetations of this quantity, whereas the last is taken withthe hindsight of the best �t of the data that we have performed in a model-independent way, as desribedlater. The points indiated on these ontours represent the values of the strong phase di�erene Æ whihis varied in the interval �� � Æ � �. We do not show the plot for � = 70Æ, whih is the 95% C.L. lowervalue of � from the unitarity �ts, as already the ase � = 80Æ requires rather large value of jP=Tj. Ineah �gure, the outer irle orresponds to the onstraint (S+��� )2+(C+��� )2 = 1. The urrent average (7)of the BABAR and BELLE data satis�es this onstraint as shown by the data point with (unsaled)errors. The two ellipses surrounding the experimental measurement represent the 68.3% and 95.5% C.L.ontours. This �gure demonstrates that, as C+��� is negative and large, urrent data favors a rather largestrong phase, typially �60Æ � Æ � �30Æ. The two shaded regions shown in this �gure orrespond tothe preditions of the QCD-fatorization approah (the upper shaded area) and the perturbative QCDframework (the lower shaded area). As an be seen, the preditions of the QCD-fatorization approah lieoutside of the 3� experimental measurements for all values of � shown in this �gure. For the perturbativeQCD framework 34, one �nds agreement with the measurements, but only at about 2� level. Restriting� in the region 90Æ � � � 110Æ, good �ts of the data are obtained for typially jP=Tj � 0:5 andÆ � �30Æ. We shall quantify the �ts more preisely later.We now turn to a model-independent analysis of the C+��� and S+��� data. As the urrent world aver-ages of these quantities are negative and rather large (7), positive values of the strong phase di�erene Æare exluded at a high on�dene level (> 99:7% C.L.) whih is demonstrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. Thisobservation is the reason why the full range �� � Æ � +� has been restrited to the negative values of Æ,�� � Æ � 0, in these �gures. In Fig. 5, three representative values (90Æ, 105Æ and 120Æ) of the angle �from the UT-favored interval (48) and three values (25:9Æ, 23:8Æ and 21:9Æ) of the angle �, whih overthe present measurement of this quantity within �1� range (4), are shown and the resulting �2-ontoursin the variables jP=Tj and Æ are plotted. Note that the dependene on the preise value of � in the ur-rent experimental range of this angle is rather weak. Hene, we show the �-dependene of the orrelationfor only one value of �, namely � = 105Æ. The most important message from this analysis is that theurrent data favours negative and rather large values of the strong phase Æ, whih are orrelated withthe values of �. Restriting to the 68.3% C.L. ontours for the sake of de�niteness, the minimum allowedvalues of �Æ are: 30Æ, 45Æ, and 70Æ for � = 90Æ, 105Æ, and 120Æ, respetively. What onerns the allowedvalues of jP=Tj, we note that exept for a relatively small allowed region near 80Æ � � � 90Æ, theyoverlap with the theoretial estimates of the same spei�ed above at 95.5% C.L. However, the best-�tvalues of jP=Tj are on the higher side as shown by the dots in these �gures. It should be noted thatthe urrent data results in the lower bound on the penguin-to-tree ratio jP=Tj � 0:18 at 95.5% C.L butextends to muh larger values of jP=Tj, whih we have suppressed in these �gures for the sake of laritybut will show in the next setion where we disuss the �ts of the unitarity triangle.The orrelations between � and Æ for three �xed values jP=Tj = 0:25, 0:35, and 0:45 in thetheoretially motivated interval are shown in Fig. 6. This �gure updates the results by the BELLE11
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Figure 4. Impliations of the time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters C+��� = �0:46� 0:13 and S+��� = �0:74� 0:16from the BELLE and BABAR measurements for the CP violating phase � (or �2). In this analysis, the strong phase Æ isvaried over the full range�� � Æ � � and urves are drawn for three values jP=Tj = 0:30, 0:55, and 0:80. The preditionsof the QCD fatorization (upper box) and pQCD (lower box) approahes are also shown for �xed values of � noted on thesix frames. The urves around the data point represent the 68.3% and 95.5% C.L. ontours.12



ollaboration 10 and shows that a satisfatory desription of the urrent data for these values of jP=Tjand with � lying within the indiret UT-based range is possible only with large values of the strongphase �Æ. Again using the 68.3% C.L. ontours, it is seen that the minimum allowed value for jP=Tj =0:35 is �Æ ' 55Æ, and it dereases to 45Æ for jP=Tj = 0:45. With 0:20 < jP=Tj < 0:45, the angles �and Æ lie in the intervals: 90Æ � � � 130Æ and �160Æ � Æ � �30Æ, at the 95.5% C.L. As higher valuesof jP=Tj are experimentally allowed, the orrelations between � and Æ for larger values of jP=Tj = 0:55,0:65, and 0:75 are shown in Fig. 7. We note that with these values, the allowed ranges for the angles �and Æ beome wider with inreasing jP=Tj.The orrelations between the angle � and jP=Tj, for three representative values of the strong-phasedi�erene Æ = �40Æ, �80Æ, and �120Æ and the angle � within its experimental range, are presented inFig. 8. This �gure demonstrates again that smaller values of jÆj require larger values of jP=Tj. Therestritions on jP=Tj and � disussed above are also seen in this �gure.In summary, we see that urrent data allows a wide range of the quantities jP=Tj and Æ, andwithout restriting them the impat of the C+��� and S+��� measurements on the CKM parameters, inpartiular the angles � or , is rather small. The dynamial approahes disussed above are not a greathelp as they are not good �ts of the data within the SM.4.1 Constraints on os(2�) from bounds based on the isospin symmetryAs disussed in the previous setion, the penguin ontribution in the B0d ! �+�� deay an be param-eterized by the angle 2�. Having at hand the experimental range of C+��� , it is of interest to work outnumerially the dependene between the ratio jP=Tj and os(2�), given by Eq. (26). The results of thisanalysis are presented in Fig. 9 for six values of  in the range 25Æ � � � 75Æ in intervals of 10Æ. Thesolid lines in all the frames orrespond to the entral experimental value of C+��� (7) while the dashedlines orrespond to the �1� values of this quantity. Due to the funtional dependene (26) of r2 onos(2��2), there exists a sign ambiguity and there are two solutions depending on � > 0 and � < 0. Weshow both of these solutions and eah frame in this �gure ontains two sets of urves where the upperand the lower ones orrespond to � > 0 and � < 0, respetively. The isospin symmetry and the existingdata on the B ! �� deays allow to put restritions on os(2�). The GLSS lower bound (31) on os(2�)is based on the B ! �� branhing ratios and y+��� . The reent experimental data on the branhing ratiosand the B+- and B0-meson lifetime ratio 9:B(B0d ! �+��) = (4:55� 0:44)� 10�6;B(B+ ! �+�0) = (5:27� 0:79)� 10�6;B(B0d ! �0�0) = (1:90� 0:47)� 10�6;�B+=�B0 = 1:086� 0:017;have been used in getting the onservative numerial bound: os(2�) > �0:03. This bound is shown asvertial dashed lines in all the frames in Fig. 9. It should be noted that if the entral values of the dataare used instead, the resulting GLSS bound is:os(2�)���GLSS > 0:27 ; (50)whih is shown as the solid vertial lines in Fig. 9. The shift is mainly due to the urrent unertaintiesin the branhing ratios for B0d ! �0�0 and B+ ! �+�0. Our analysis shows that putting a lower boundon os(2�), jP=Tj gets signi�antly onstrained. It is seen that the branh with � < 0 results in smallervalues for jP=Tj, whih are onentrated in a relatively narrow interval. However, as  inreases, thisinterval beomes wider. A priori, it is diÆult to argue whih of the two solutions � > 0 and � < 0 shouldbe entertained. Hene, in the implementation of the isospin-based bound on os(2�) in the unitarity �ts,we shall allow the sign of � to take either value. 13



Figure 5. The orrelation jP=Tj � Æ orresponding to the 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% C.L. ranges of C+��� and S+��� forthree values of � and �. Note that the dependene on � is rather weak and hene not shown for the other two values of �.Based on the entral values of the experimental data spei�ed above and C+��� (7), the minimal valueof the diret CP asymmetry in the B0d ! �0�0 deay (32) an be estimated as:C00�� � 0:47: (51)It should be noted that C00�� di�ers in sign from C+��� . (See, also the reent analysis by Buras et al. 18.)The SM-based bounds on the angle  as a funtion of the CP asymmetry S+��� with C+��� = 0 (theBuhalla-Sa�r bound 30) and with C+��� = �0:46 � 0:13 (the Botella-Silva bound 31) are shown inFig. 10 as the solid line and the shaded area, respetively. The vertial band orresponds to the urrentexperimentally measured value, and the entral value pratially oinides with S+��� = � sin(2�). Thus,these limits do not provide any restritions on  at present, but if with improved data a sizable shift ofthe S+��� entral value from its urrent value takes plae, then these bounds may lead to useful onstraints.14



Figure 6. The orrelation �� Æ orresponding to the 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% C.L. ranges of C+��� and S+��� for jP=Tj =0:25, 0:35, and 0:45.5 Analysis of the CKM Unitarity Triangle Inluding C+��� and S+��� MeasurementsIn this setion we investigate the impat of the C+��� and S+��� measurements on the unitarity triangle�ts. We adopt a bayesian analysis method to �t the data. Systemati and statistial errors are ombinedin quadrature. We add a ontribution to the hi-square for eah of the inputs presented in Table 1.Other input quantities are taken from their entral values given in the PDG review 41. The lower boundon �MBs is implemented using the modi�ed-�2 method (as desribed in the CERN CKM Workshopproeedings 42), whih makes use of the amplitude tehnique 43. The Bs $ �Bs osillation probabilitiesare modi�ed to have the dependene P (Bs ! �Bs) / [1 + A os(�MBs t)℄ and P (Bs ! Bs) / [1 �15



Figure 7. The orrelation �� Æ orresponding to the 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% C.L. ranges of C+��� and S+��� for jP=Tj =0:55, 0:65, and 0:75.A os(�MBs t)℄. The ontribution to the �2-funtion is then�2(�MBs) = 2 �Erf�1�12 Erf 1� Ap2�A��2 ; (52)where A and �A are the world average amplitude and error, respetively. The measurements of C+���and S+��� ontribute to the �2-funtion aording to Eq. (49). The resulting �2-funtion is then minimizedover the following parameters: ��, ��, A, B̂K , �1, �2, �3, m(m), mt(mt), �B, fBdpBBd , �, jP=Tj, and Æ.Further details an be found in Ref. 25.We present the output of the �ts in Table 2, where we show the 68% C.L. ranges for the CKMparameters, the angles of the unitarity triangle, �MBs , jP=Tj and Æ. Note the enormous rangesfor jP=Tj and Æ allowed by the UT �ts. The 95% C.L. onstraints from the �ve individual quantities(Rb, �K , �MBd , �MBs , and a KS ) and the resulting �t region (the shaded area) are shown in Fig. 11.16



Figure 8. The orrelation jP=Tj � � orresponding to the 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% C.L. ranges of C+��� and S+��� forÆ = �120Æ, �80Æ, and �40Æ.Further details of this analysis and the disussion of the input parameters an be seen elsewhere 25. Theshaded areas in Fig. 12 are the 95% C.L. orrelations between �� (the left frame) and sin(2�)� sin(2�)(the right frame). In Fig. 13 we show the behaviour of �2min as a funtion of the angle � (the dashedurve). The solid urves in all these �gures will be explained below.Note that the inlusion of the C+��� and S+��� measurements does not indue any additional onstrainton the �ts. This is beause we added two additional terms to the �2-funtion with the dependene ontwo more variables jP=Tj and Æ. Indeed, for any value of �� and ��, it is always possible to hoose jP=Tjand Æ so as to exatly reprodue the C+��� and S+��� experimental entral values. Thus, the total �2 ofthe unitarity triangle �t remains unhanged as the new measurements do not ontribute to the total �2.In the two plots presented in Fig. 14 we �x jP=Tj (the left frame) and Æ (the right frame) and minimizethe �2-funtion with respet to all the other variables. In both ases, the absolute minimum of the urveoinides with the minimum �2 of the overall �t (�2min = 0:57). A peuliar feature is the presene of two17
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Figure 10. The SM limits on the angle  in dependene on S+��� at C+��� = 0 (the Buhalla-Sa�r limit) and at C+��� =�0:46�0:13 (the Botella-Silva limit) shown as the solid line and the shaded area, respetively. Note that both are the lowerlimit for S+��� > � sin(2�) and the upper one for S+��� < � sin(2�). The vertial band orresponds to the experimentallymeasured value of S+��� with the reent entral value whih pratially oinides with S+��� = � sin(2�).distint regions for whih the overall �2 is very small (the dashed urves). The best-�t values for jP=Tjand Æ are jP=Tj = 0:77 and Æ = �43Æ, respetively. Requiring higher on�dene levels for the �ts weobtain: jP=Tj � 0:23 & Æ < �18Æ �95% C:L: ; (53)jP=Tj � 0:15 & Æ < �13Æ �99% C:L: : (54)Up to now we have not onsidered the impat of the isospin-based bounds in the analysis of the B !�� data on the �ts of the unitarity triangle. In future, the implementation of these bounds ould takethe form of the GLSS bound shown in Fig. 9 and the BS bound shown in Fig. 10. However, due to theproximity of S+��� and � sin(2�) with eah other in the urrent data, we will onentrate on implementingthe GLSS lower bound on os(2�) resulting from the isospin-based analysis of the B ! �� data presentedin the previous setion. A possible implementation of this bound ould be undertaken by minimizing the�2-funtion and rejeting points for whih os(2�) lies below the allowed range. Taking os(2�) > 0:27,this analysis results in the blak ontours in Figs. 11 and 12. Note that a part of the 95% C.L. region isnow exluded. The impat of the os(2�) lower bound on the �2-�t for the angle � is shown through thesolid urve in Fig. 13. This does not hange the best-�t value of � but restrits the allowed range of � bya few degrees at 95% C.L. The impat of the os(2�) lower bound on the �ts of the unitarity triangle andthe orrelations � �  and sin(2�) � sin(2�) is urrently not great, but this will hange with improvedmeasurements leading to tighter onstraints on os(2�), and eventually its measurement. The e�et ofthe lower bound on os(2�) is, however, very signi�ant for the allowed value of jP=Tj and Æ. This isshown in Fig. 14 through the solid urves for jP=Tj (left frame) and Æ (right frame). While the best-�tvalues of these parameters have not hanged, the allowed regions are now drastially redued. Thus, at68% C.L., the allowed values are:jP=Tj = 0:77+0:58�0:34; Æ = (�43+14�21)Æ: (55)Note that the resulting ontours from the analysis of S+��� and C+��� do not rely on any model-dependentassumption. Our results in (55) an be ompared with the analysis by Buras et al. 17, obtained in the SM19



by restriting � and  in the ranges 2� = (47 � 4)Æ and  = (65� 7)Æ, whih yields jP=Tj = 0:49+0:33�0:21and Æ = (�43+19�23)Æ. The two analyses are ompatible with eah other though they di�er in the details, inhow the exat isospin-relations were imposed in the analysis of the data (and also somewhat in the inputdata). However, we note that we have not restrited  to any range, as it is a �t parameter returned bythe unitarity �ts, but our �t value  = (64 � 10)Æ is ompatible with the input value used by Buras etal. 17.Finally, to show the impat of the os(2�) bound on the unitarity triangle in a Gedanken experimentwhere the quantities S+��� and C+��� are assumed to be very preisely measured, we �x S+��� and C+��� totheir urrent experimental entral values (7) and show the allowed region in Fig. 15 resulting from thelower bound os(2�) > 0:25 (the shaded region). Note that this results in a onstraint in the ��� �� planewhih is very similar to what one gets using a range for �. Sine the experiments do not measure �, butrather S+��� and C+��� , this �gure shows how the eventual S+��� and C+��� measurements together with thelower bound on os(2�) gets translated. This represents the strongest possible onstraint on the pro�leof the unitarity triangle from the S+��� and C+��� measurements that one an get in a model-independentway. Of ourse, this �gure itself is only illustrative, as the atual onstraints will depend on the valuesof S+��� and C+��� and the lower bound on os(2�) that will be eventually measured.� 0:2224� 0:002 (�xed)jVbj (41:2� 2:1)� 10�3jVubj (3:90� 0:55)� 10�3a KS 0:736� 0:049j�Kj (2:280� 0:13)� 10�3�MBd (0:503� 0:006) ps�1�1(m(m) = 1:30 GeV) 1:32� 0:32�2 0:57� 0:01�3 0:47� 0:05m(m) (1:25� 0:10) GeVmt(mt) (165� 5) GeVB̂K 0:86� 0:15fBdpBBd (215� 11� 15+0�23) MeV�B 0:55� 0:01� 1:14� 0:03� 0:02+0:13�0:0 +0:03�0:0�MBs > 14:4 ps�1 at 95% C.L.Table 1. The input parameters used in the CKM-unitarity �ts. Their explanation and disussion an be found, for example,in Ref. 25.6 Summary and Conluding RemarksWe have investigated the impat of the urrent measurements of the time-dependent CP-asymmetryparameters S+��� and C+��� in the B0d= �B0d ! �+�� deays, reported by the BELLE and BABAR ollabo-rations, on the CKM parameters. The results of our analysis an be summarized as follows.In the �rst part of our analysis, we have ompared the resulting world average (7) of these measure-ments with the preditions of the spei� dynamial approahes 33;34 in whih the quantities jP=Tjand Æ are estimated. We �nd that, within the SM, they do not provide a good �t of the data. In par-tiular, the estimates of jP=Tj and Æ 30 based on the QCD fatorization 33 are o� the mark by morethan 3 sigma. This was shown in Fig. 4 for a large enough range of the angle �. The mismath betweenthe data and the QCD-fatorization approah 33 an also be studied by alulating the �2-funtion of20



�� 0:10 � 0:24�� 0:32 � 0:40A 0:79 � 0:86sin(2�) �0:44 � +0:30sin(2�) 0:69 � 0:78sin(2) 0:50 � 0:96� (81 � 103)Æ� (21:9 � 25:5)Æ (54 � 75)Æ�MBs (16:6 � 20:3) ps�1jP=Tj 0:43 � 5:3Æ (�112 � �29)ÆTable 2. The 68% C.L. ranges for the CKM-Wolfenstein parameters, CP-violating phases, �MBs , jP=Tj and Æ from theCKM-unitarity �ts.
Figure 11. Constraints in the ��� �� plane from the �ve measurements as indiated. Note that the urve labelled as �MBsis obtained from its 95% C.L. lower limit 14:4 ps�1. The �t ontour orresponds to 95% C.L. and the dot shows the best-�tvalue. The blak ontour shows the impat of the GLSS lower bound os(2�) > 0:27 resulting from the C+��� and B ! ��branhing ratios measurements and using the isospin symmetry.the unitarity triangle �t with the estimates by Buhalla and Sa�r 30 for jP=Tj and Æ as an input. The�2-minimum of the resulting �t is about 11 (ompared to �2min = 0:57, leaving these two parametersfree), whih orresponds to a probability of about 1%. Looking more losely to loalize the soure ofthis disrepany, our �ts show that it is the small value of the strong phase di�erene predited in theQCD-fatorization approah (�6Æ < Æ < 24Æ at 68% C.L.) whih should be ompared to the �t of the21



Figure 12. The 95% C.L. orrelations between ��  and sin(2�)� sin(2�) in the SM. The blak ontours show the impatof the GLSS lower bound os(2�) > 0:27 resulting from the C+��� and B ! �� branhing ratios measurements and usingthe isospin symmetry.
Figure 13. The �2min-distribution as a funtion of the angle � from the unitarity �ts of the CKM parameters in the SMinluding the urrent measurements of C+��� and S+��� . The dashed (solid) urve is obtained without (with) taking intoaount the lower bound os(2�) > 0:27.data obtained by leaving the two parameters free, yielding �64Æ < Æ < �29Æ, whih ontributes mainlyto the hi square and hene results in the poor quality of the �t. Sine a similar inferene also followsfor the CP asymmetry ACP(K+��) in the B0d ! K+�� deay, where the urrent measurements yield 8(�9:5� 2:9)%, ompared to the QCD-fatorization predition 37 (+5� 10)%, one must onlude, unlessdata hange drastially, that this approah grossly underestimates the strong interation phases in theB ! �� and B ! K� deays. The ompeting pQCD approah 34 fares omparatively somewhat betterbut predits a smaller value of jP=Tj than is required by the urrent data. The entral value of thisquantity in the estimate by Keum and Sanda 38, jP=Tj = 0:23, is approximately a fator of two smallerthan the lowest value of this quantity from the �t range 0:43 � jP=Tj � 1:35 at 68% C.L., with thebest-�t value being jP=Tj = 0:77. The main message that omes out from this part of the analysis is thatthe QCD-penguin ontributions are signi�antly stronger than most of their urrent phenomenologialestimates, and it remains a theoretial hallenge to understand this feature of the data.In the seond, and larger part of this paper, we have addressed the question of how to interpretthe measurements of S+��� and C+��� in terms of the CKM parameters in a model-independent way. We�nd that leaving the dynamial quantities jP=Tj and Æ as free parameters, the CKM unitarity �ts donot e�etively onstrain these parameters, yielding a very large range even at 68% C.L. As a result of22



Figure 14. The �2min-distributions as a funtion of jP=Tj (left frame) and the strong phase di�erene Æ (right frame) fromthe unitarity �ts of the CKM parameters in the SM inluding the urrent measurements of C+��� and S+��� . The dashed(solid) urve is obtained without (with) taking into aount the lower bound os(2�) > 0:27.
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